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A comprehensive menu of Silver Star Roti Shop from South Ozone Park covering all 15 dishes and drinks
can be found here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What Nikki S likes about Silver Star Roti Shop:
Stopped in here yesterday to grab a coffee... saw the food selections and decided to give them a try. I ordered a

beef cook up with a side of jerk chicken. The beef cook up was very delicious and the jerk chicken was
flavorful.... I'm glad I stopped in because honestly I don't think I ever would've ... now I'm hooked on their beef
cook up lol... best cook up I've had in a long time... very impressed ! read more. What Jeff Weber doesn't like

about Silver Star Roti Shop:
The Mac and cheese was awful it tasted like mustard and no cheese and the fry chicken was so dry I tried the

beef curry as well and it was so hard and dry I almost chocked I would never eat here again I wish it had no star
because that?s what theydeserve They probably had their friends rate the restaurant but for me it?s a no! read
more. A visit to Silver Star Roti Shop becomes even more rewarding due to the extensive variety of coffee and
tea specialties, Customers can enjoy the dishes from establishment through a catering service on-site or at the

party. Fresh seafood, meat, as well as corn and rice are also South American grilled here, and you have the
opportunity to try tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Sid� dishe�
PURI

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

So� drink�
JUICE

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Chicke�
JERK CHICKEN

CURRY CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEEF

CHEESE

CORN

COCONUT

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -20:30
Tuesday 07:00 -20:30
Wednesday 07:00 -20:30
Thursday 07:00 -20:30
Friday 07:00 -20:30
Saturday 07:00 -20:30
Sunday 08:00 -19:30
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